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� Bullying defined.

� Our community, our children.

� Cyberbullying.



Peer Conflict
When is it normal?

Peer Conflict
When is it normal?

� Happens occasionally

� Relationship is valued or, at least, 
balanced

� Logical rationale for the conflict

� Equal emotional reaction

� Not seeking power or attention

� Remorse – will take responsibility

� Effort to solve the problem



What is Bullying?What is Bullying?

“When one person uses power in a willful 
manner with the aim of hurting another 

individual repeatedly.”

� Purposeful
� Imbalance of power

� Repeated negative actions

� Threat of physical or emotional harm
� Seeking power, control, or material things

� No remorse – blames victim
� No effort to solve problem



Understanding BullyingUnderstanding Bullying

� Prevalence
� Almost 30% of youth in the United States are 

estimated to be involved in bullying as either a bully 
or a target of bullying. 

� According to the National Education Association, 
160,000 children miss school each day for fear of 
being tormented

� Types of Aggression
� Overt / Direct = Obvious, blatant acts of aggression 
� Covert / Indirect = Hidden acts of aggression; 

attempt to hurt another without face-to-face conflict 



The Changing Face of BullyingThe Changing Face of Bullying

� Beginning earlier

� More physical aggression by girls

� More relational aggression by boys

� More use of indirect methods of bullying

� Increased use of technology in the bullying 

process

� More significant impact on victims

� Increasing seriousness of “revenge” behaviors



Bullying: The PlayersBullying: The Players

� Bully

Repeatedly inflicts unprovoked physical, relational, 

or verbal harm on another, weaker person. 

� Victim

The target of peer aggression. 

� Bystanders

Onlookers or observers (i.e., the audience). 



Let’s Look More Closely at a Specific Type of Bullying…

Relational Aggression

Let’s Look More Closely at a Specific Type of Bullying…

Relational Aggression
“the use of relationships to harm others”

� Rumors

� Gossip

� Name calling

� Harassment

� Social exclusion

� Isolation

� Alienation

� Stealing friends or romantic partners

� Deliberately ignoring someone 

� Threatening to withdraw emotional support or friendship



Relational AggressionRelational Aggression

� Research suggests that relational aggression is 
just as, if not more, damaging than overt, 
physical aggression 

� Relational aggression is associated with…
� Depression

� Anxiety

� Low self-esteem

� Lower GPA

� Suicidal ideation

� Risky sexual behavior

� Eating disorders



Why does it happen?Why does it happen?

� Insecurity/fear

� Need to belong

� To avoid having flaws exposed

� To establish a hierarchy (power)

� Physical and direct aggression is discouraged in 
girls

� Not just about not getting caught; half of it is 
looking like you’d never mistreat someone in the 
first place 



Gender TrendsGender Trends

� Most common form of bullying among girls

� Appearing more often as a form of bullying by 

cross-gender groups

� Emerging as a bullying method by boys against 

others who are outside their friendship circles

� Sometimes used within a boys friendship group 

as part of socially sanctioned bullying behavior 

(e.g., hazing)



Why is it difficult to detect?Why is it difficult to detect?

Relational aggression is often missed by adults 

because…

� It can be subtle.

� It is excused away (“girls being girls”).

� Girls frequently bully close friends.

� Girls don’t tell because the relationships are 

more important than the ramifications (fear of 

solitude).



CliquesCliques

“An exclusive group of girls who are close friends.”
Or, perhaps more aptly…

“A platoon of soldiers who have banded together to navigate 
the perils and insecurities of adolescence.”

~ Rosalind Wiseman

� Cliques are sophisticated, complex, and multilayered

� Every girl has a role within them

� Positions in cliques are not static

� A girl does not have to be in the “popular” group to have 
these roles within her group of friends



Roles within the CliqueRoles within the Clique

Queen Bee
- This girl reigns supreme over the other girls and weakens their friendships 

with others, thereby strengthening her own power and influence.

Sidekick
- She is second in command, closest to the Queen Bee, and will back her no

matter what

Pleaser / Wannabe / Messenger
- Her security in the clique is precarious; Motivate above all to please the 

Queen Bee

Banker
- She holds much information and strategically dispenses it

Floater
- She has friends in different groups and can move freely among them

Torn Bystander
- She is constantly conflicted between doing the right thing and her allegiance 

to the clique



Think of the girls & boys Think of the girls & boys 

you knowyou know……



What do we do to “bullyproof”

� Our community?

� Our children?



Our community

� Choose Civility (Modeling)

� Awareness

� Bystanders

� Empathy



Choose Civility

� Modeling appropriate behavior
� “Mini-paparazzi”
� The most powerful learning tool for children is 

modeling those behaviors that they see in parents. 
The more we train ourselves to be aware of others’
needs and try to demonstrate empathy, the more 
likely our children will exhibit similar behaviors.

� Expect others to be good.

� What does a friend look like?

� Normal peer conflict
Disagree graciously: Nice ways to say hard things.



Awareness

� Fact: Bullying happens in our community.

� Myth: Bullying is a normal part of growing up.

� The challenge of Self-reflection
� What behaviors do we in the community engage? 

Prosocial (civil)? If not, how can it be re-channeled?

� Are we open? Are we ready to change our own 
thinking?

� Develop a culture of caring…even with those we 
don’t know.



Bystanders

� Largest group – 85% of population

� Over time become desensitized to bullying, 
cruelty results in reduced empathy.

� Why don’t they intervene?
� Scared bully will turn on them or retaliate

� Don’t know what to do

� Afraid it will make it worse for victim

� They’ll be associated with victim (become less popular)



Empathy

� Requires being able to walk in another’s shoes and to treat the person 
kindly based on our understanding of their feelings.

� Children, like adults, need to practice skills to master them. When we 
provide our children with experiences that require empathy, we give them 
crucial moments to consider concepts larger than themselves. 

� Volunteer opportunities come up through schools, churches, community 
organizations, etc. 
� Nursing homes

� Work at soup kitchens preparing or distributing food

� Organize food pantries

� Label donations at thrift stores

� Love INC.

� PSU MSH Medical Center

� Library



Our children

� Anti-RA Skills

� The toolkit



Build Build ““AntiAnti--RARA”” skillsskills
�� Strong, consistent message that behaviors Strong, consistent message that behaviors 

that hurt others are that hurt others are nevernever okay.okay.

�� Help children to explain others behaviors.Help children to explain others behaviors.

�� Teach values of Teach values of competencycompetency and caring.and caring.

�� Foster sense of confidence in their Foster sense of confidence in their 

academics, extracurriculars, and athleticsacademics, extracurriculars, and athletics

�� Role Models Role Models -- be conscious of how adults be conscious of how adults 

interact with others.interact with others.

�� Teach assertive not aggressive Teach assertive not aggressive 

communication.communication.



The ToolkitThe Toolkit

Perspective Taking:Perspective Taking:

�� ““my family still loves me.my family still loves me.””

�� Unconditional love from family.Unconditional love from family.

Look beyond the surface:Look beyond the surface:

�� ““the bullies are insecure.the bullies are insecure.””

�� Explanation of others behaviors.Explanation of others behaviors.

�� Bullies are thought to Bullies are thought to ““have it together.have it together.””



The Toolkit (cont.)The Toolkit (cont.)

Being with mom (for girls):Being with mom (for girls):
�� ““no advice, just be there.no advice, just be there.””

What about DadWhat about Dad’’s role?s role?
�� Both boys and girlsBoth boys and girls

Keep a sense of values:Keep a sense of values:
�� ““dondon’’t do anything you dont do anything you don’’t believe in.t believe in.””

Love yourself for who you areLove yourself for who you are::
�� ““accept yourself.accept yourself.””

�� If others donIf others don’’t, are they friends?t, are they friends?



The Toolkit (cont.)The Toolkit (cont.)

Attribution Training:Attribution Training:
�� She is never too young.She is never too young.

�� Builds a sense of confidence & competence.Builds a sense of confidence & competence.

�� Successes are a result of childSuccesses are a result of child’’s s 

skills/competencies.skills/competencies.

You are not alone:You are not alone:
�� Be cautious in how you approach this (donBe cautious in how you approach this (don’’t t 

invalidate feelings).invalidate feelings).

�� Others out there feel like you.Others out there feel like you.

�� i.e., not enough friends, feeling awkwardi.e., not enough friends, feeling awkward



The ToolkitThe Toolkit

Expand Circle of Friends:Expand Circle of Friends:

�� make friends from several groupsmake friends from several groups

Speak up for yourself:Speak up for yourself:

�� DonDon’’t be afraid to say what you feel t be afraid to say what you feel 

and think in an appropriate way.and think in an appropriate way.

Starting Groups:Starting Groups:

�� Positive peer affiliation (ex. Club Positive peer affiliation (ex. Club 

Ophelia, ClubGen)Ophelia, ClubGen)



CyberbullyingCyberbullying

�� ““being cruel to others by sending or being cruel to others by sending or 
posting harmful materials (or engaging in posting harmful materials (or engaging in 
other forms of social cruelty) using the other forms of social cruelty) using the 
internet or other digital technologies (cell internet or other digital technologies (cell 
phones)phones)””

-- Cyberbullying & CyberthreatsCyberbullying & Cyberthreats

By Nancy E. WillardBy Nancy E. Willard



What it looks like What it looks like --

�� Flaming Flaming –– online online ““fightsfights”” using electronic messaging using electronic messaging 

with angry/vulgar languagewith angry/vulgar language

�� Harassment Harassment –– repeatedly sending rude and repeatedly sending rude and 

offensive messagesoffensive messages

�� Cyberstalking Cyberstalking –– harassment plus harassment plus 

threats/intimidation, which make others fear for their threats/intimidation, which make others fear for their 

safetysafety



�� Denigration Denigration –– ““dissingdissing”” someone online; i.e. someone online; i.e. 

gossip/rumors designed to damage reputations and/or gossip/rumors designed to damage reputations and/or 

friendshipsfriendships

�� Impersonation Impersonation –– pretending to be someone else to pretending to be someone else to 

sabotage their reputationsabotage their reputation

�� Outing & Trickery Outing & Trickery –– sharing someonesharing someone’’s secrets or s secrets or 

embarrassing info onlineembarrassing info online



�� Exclusion Exclusion –– intentionally excluding someone from an intentionally excluding someone from an 
online grouponline group

�� Cyberthreats Cyberthreats –– threatening violence against others, threatening violence against others, 
suicide, or selfsuicide, or self--harmharm

�� Direct Threats Direct Threats –– actual threats to hurt someone or commit actual threats to hurt someone or commit 
suicidesuicide

�� Distressing Material Distressing Material –– online material that provides clues that online material that provides clues that 
the person is emotionally upset and may be considering the person is emotionally upset and may be considering 
hurting someone, hurting him or herself, or committing hurting someone, hurting him or herself, or committing 
suicidesuicide



Why Cyberbully?Why Cyberbully?

�� Anonymity Anonymity –– ““You canYou can’’t see me, I cant see me, I can’’t see you.t see you.”” ––

removes concerns of detection, social disapproval, and removes concerns of detection, social disapproval, and 

punishmentpunishment

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QYaWNYXpBishttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QYaWNYXpBis

�� Rationalization Rationalization –– ““ItIt’’s not real, its not real, it’’s just a game.s just a game.””

(avatars/online personas)(avatars/online personas)



Impacts of CyberbullyingImpacts of Cyberbullying

�� May be even more detrimental than May be even more detrimental than 

traditional bullying becausetraditional bullying because……

�� Online communication may be especially viciousOnline communication may be especially vicious

�� There is no escape for those who are victimized; There is no escape for those who are victimized; 

ongoing 24/7ongoing 24/7



�� Cyberbullying material can be distributed worldwide Cyberbullying material can be distributed worldwide 

and is often irretrievableand is often irretrievable

�� Cyberbullies can be anonymous and can solicit Cyberbullies can be anonymous and can solicit 

involvement from unknown online involvement from unknown online ““friendsfriends””

�� Many teens are reluctant to tell Many teens are reluctant to tell –– ““What happens What happens 

online, stays onlineonline, stays online”” (fear greater retribution, (fear greater retribution, 

restricted use of phones/computers, emotionally restricted use of phones/computers, emotionally 

traumatized)traumatized)



What can parents do?What can parents do?

�� Keep the computer in a public place in the houseKeep the computer in a public place in the house

�� Periodically check on what your child is doing online (be Periodically check on what your child is doing online (be 

upfront with your child and let them know you will be upfront with your child and let them know you will be 

monitoring their online activities)monitoring their online activities)

�� Search for your childSearch for your child’’s name online, look at blogs, s name online, look at blogs, 

profiles, and postings on teen community sites (My profiles, and postings on teen community sites (My 

Space, Facebook, Xanga etc.)Space, Facebook, Xanga etc.)



What can parents do?What can parents do?

�� Tell your child that you may review his/her private Tell your child that you may review his/her private 
communications if you have reason to believe you will communications if you have reason to believe you will 
find unsafe or irresponsible behaviorfind unsafe or irresponsible behavior

�� Watch for secretive behavior as you approach the Watch for secretive behavior as you approach the 
computer (rapidly switching screens, emptying history computer (rapidly switching screens, emptying history 
files)files)

�� Key stroke monitoring software Key stroke monitoring software –– violation of trust?violation of trust?



What can parents do?What can parents do?

�� Limit computer usage Limit computer usage 

�� Be aware of warning signs that a problem is Be aware of warning signs that a problem is 
occurringoccurring
�� Child not willing to talk about online activitiesChild not willing to talk about online activities

�� Late night computer usageLate night computer usage

�� Extensive useExtensive use

�� Decline in gradesDecline in grades

�� Evidence your child is seeking to cover his/her tracksEvidence your child is seeking to cover his/her tracks

�� Report of inappropriate activityReport of inappropriate activity

�� Appearing really upset after Internet usageAppearing really upset after Internet usage



Warning Signs of Victimization Warning Signs of Victimization 

continuedcontinued

�� Emotional upset Emotional upset –– depression, sadness, anxiety, anger, depression, sadness, anxiety, anger, 

or fear (especially when there is no readily apparent or fear (especially when there is no readily apparent 

reason)reason)

�� Avoidance of friends, school and activitiesAvoidance of friends, school and activities

�� Subtle comments that reflect emotional distress or Subtle comments that reflect emotional distress or 

disturbed online or indisturbed online or in--person relationshipsperson relationships



IMPORTANT:IMPORTANT:

Severe Depression/Suicidal Ideation = Severe Depression/Suicidal Ideation = 

criticallycritically important to find out what is happening important to find out what is happening 

online online 

�� Seek assistance from someone with greater technical Seek assistance from someone with greater technical 

Internet expertise (contact local police department)Internet expertise (contact local police department)

�� Install computer monitoring software without telling Install computer monitoring software without telling 

your child your child –– ensuring your childensuring your child’’s safety is paramounts safety is paramount



How to prevent your child from How to prevent your child from 

being a cyberbullybeing a cyberbully

�� Discuss values and ethical behavior Discuss values and ethical behavior ––

�� clarify your expectation that your child clarify your expectation that your child will actwill act respectfully and respectfully and 
appropriately onlineappropriately online

�� Rule of Thumb: If they wouldnRule of Thumb: If they wouldn’’t do it/say it in front of a parent or t do it/say it in front of a parent or 
teacher, it shouldnteacher, it shouldn’’t be done/said onlinet be done/said online

�� Discuss consequences Discuss consequences ––

�� make it clear that if your child engages in irresponsible onlinemake it clear that if your child engages in irresponsible online
behavior, you will impose an undesirable consequencebehavior, you will impose an undesirable consequence

�� Talk about the severe implications of cyberbullying (criminal Talk about the severe implications of cyberbullying (criminal 
arrest or civil litigation)arrest or civil litigation)



Questions Teenagers Can Questions Teenagers Can 

Ask ThemselvesAsk Themselves

�� Am I being kind and showing respect for others and Am I being kind and showing respect for others and 
myself?myself?

�� How would I feel if someone did the same thing to me How would I feel if someone did the same thing to me 
or my best friend?or my best friend?

�� What would a trusted adult, who is important in my What would a trusted adult, who is important in my 
life, think?life, think?

�� Is this action in violation of any agreements, rules, or Is this action in violation of any agreements, rules, or 
laws?laws?



Questions continuedQuestions continued

�� How would I feel if everyone could see me?How would I feel if everyone could see me?

�� Would it be okay if I did this in my home or at school?Would it be okay if I did this in my home or at school?

�� How does this action reflect on me?How does this action reflect on me?



How to prevent your child from How to prevent your child from 

becoming a targetbecoming a target

�� Build their selfBuild their self--confidence/resilienceconfidence/resilience

�� Pay attention to your childPay attention to your child’’s traits that can lead s traits that can lead 

to victimization to victimization 

�� obese obese 

�� perceived to be gay/lesbian perceived to be gay/lesbian 

�� an alternative thinkeran alternative thinker

�� not willing to play social gamesnot willing to play social games

�� a a ““wanna bewanna be”” who doesnwho doesn’’t quite fit in to the t quite fit in to the ““in crowdin crowd””



�� Discuss Cyberbullying Discuss Cyberbullying ––

�� ask if he/she has been a victim or witnessed it ask if he/she has been a victim or witnessed it 
occurringoccurring

�� assure them that you trust him/her to handle these assure them that you trust him/her to handle these 
situations appropriately but if a situation should arise situations appropriately but if a situation should arise 
that causes concern, you are there to helpthat causes concern, you are there to help

�� Offer reassurance that Offer reassurance that you willyou will not respond by not respond by 
unilaterally restricting all Internet activitiesunilaterally restricting all Internet activities



�� Combat the Combat the ““Tell AllTell All”” Phenomenon Phenomenon –– help help 

your child to distinguish between personal info that can your child to distinguish between personal info that can 

safely be shared and personal info that should generally safely be shared and personal info that should generally 

not be sharednot be shared

�� Discourage online retaliation to Discourage online retaliation to ““real lifereal life””

bullyingbullying
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Informational Websites for Informational Websites for 

CyberbullyingCyberbullying
www.cyberbully.orgwww.cyberbully.org

www.isafe.orgwww.isafe.org

www.mediawww.media--awareness.caawareness.ca

www.novabucks.orgwww.novabucks.org

www.imakenews.comwww.imakenews.com

www.cybersmart,orgwww.cybersmart,org

www.bewebaware.comwww.bewebaware.com



Informational Websites on Informational Websites on 

Bullying in GeneralBullying in General

www.bullying.orgwww.bullying.org

www.bullying.co.ukwww.bullying.co.uk

www.stopbullyingnow.comwww.stopbullyingnow.com

www.bullyonline.orgwww.bullyonline.org

www.haltabuse.orgwww.haltabuse.org



Some Key ResourcesSome Key Resources
Bullying at SchoolBullying at School by Dan Olweusby Dan Olweus

Odd Girl OutOdd Girl Out by Rachel Simmonsby Rachel Simmons

Raising CainRaising Cain by Dan Kindlon & Michael Thompsonby Dan Kindlon & Michael Thompson

Queen Bees and WannabesQueen Bees and Wannabes by Rosalind Wisemanby Rosalind Wiseman

Best Friends, Worst EnemiesBest Friends, Worst Enemies by Michael Thompsonby Michael Thompson

Girls Will Be GirlsGirls Will Be Girls by JoAnn Deakby JoAnn Deak

Girl WarsGirl Wars by Cheryl Dellasega and Charisse Nixonby Cheryl Dellasega and Charisse Nixon

Alpha GirlsAlpha Girls by Dan Kindlonby Dan Kindlon



On behalf of theOn behalf of the

Township of Derry Township of Derry 

Community Task ForceCommunity Task Force

Thank you.Thank you.



For upcoming events in the 

Civility Series, be sure to check 
the

Township of Derry Community Township of Derry Community 

Task ForceTask Force’’s website:s website:

http://www.hershey.k12.pa.us/http://www.hershey.k12.pa.us/

On the On the ‘‘Community ResourcesCommunity Resources’’ page.page.



Contact Information:Contact Information:

Jason A. Pedersen, Ph.D., NCSPJason A. Pedersen, Ph.D., NCSP

717717--531531--2277 x54052277 x5405

jpedersen@hershey.k12.pa.usjpedersen@hershey.k12.pa.us


